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Following the critical success of her debut, UNDERTOW, K.R. Conway keeps 
her fans begging for more with the debut of her second book in the series, 
STORMFRONT. Based on Cape Cod, Conway’s twisted tale about love, lies, 
and loyalty has sparked Fanfiction, Street Teams, and landed on high school 
summer reading lists. Reviewers frequently place Conway’s “dangerously 
addictive” story-telling style in league with Veronica Roth, Sarah Maas, Ally 
Condie, and Marie Lu.

Not long ago Eila Not long ago Eila Walker’s choices were limited: death by a bullet to the head, or at the hands 
of her beloved bodyguard, Raef. Now, five weeks after Raef triggered her power and she 
nearly leveled a historic mansion, Eila is dealing with the fall-out of her decisions. While she 
doesn’t remember dying in the arms of the soul thief who loves her, she knows that Raef 
remembers everything about the night he nearly killed her.

Now on the mend and attempting to keep one step ahead of the FBI, Eila and her team of 
misfits are desperate for a bit of normal. Eila is trying to navigate high school, while her BFF misfits are desperate for a bit of normal. Eila is trying to navigate high school, while her BFF 
Ana is cautiously hanging with past-boyfriend and soul thief, Kian. Shape-shifter, MJ, is trying 
not to piss off his mother, while Raef is coping with his fears that Eila will never be safe.

But just as “normal” seems within their grasp, a powerfully built newcomer arrives. Raef knows But just as “normal” seems within their grasp, a powerfully built newcomer arrives. Raef knows 
the scarred man as a Blacklist Dealer – a soul thief, who peddles the names of humans who 
deserve to die. Eila, however, knows him as the protective hunter from the woods, who she 
nicknames Thor. Before long, Raef and Eila realize they’ve met the same killer, and he has one 
hell of a story to tell the five friends . . . if Raef doesn’t murder him first.

“An absolutely fantastic series” 
- Sam’s Reading Addiction

“STORMFRONT was just as good as the first one and I couldn't seem to put it 
down! I loved every minute of this one. The story line has amazing twists and 
turns . . . It has that real "can’t figure it out" thing going on. Once again the 
author managers to blow me out of the water. After reading UNDERTOW, I 
couldn't wait to get my hands on STORMFRONT. Absolutely loved it.” 

- Sam’s Reading Addiction 

“S“STORMFRONT was full of unexpected surprises, new characters, and a whole 
lot of action.The pacing in this book was fast which kept me absolutely glued to 
the book. I put a lot of emotional stake into what happened to the characters. 
There wasn’t a single dull moment in the entire book and I found myself wishing 

that I could read faster so I could know what happened next.” 
- Rampant Readers

“This was an absolute perfect sequel to the debut Underto“This was an absolute perfect sequel to the debut Undertow. I got so extremely 
excited to delve back into this world of Lunaterra, Mortis, Shape Shifters, and 
Sways! There are so many awesome components that overall make this a home 
run for me. It is a unique story line that constantly kept me on my toes and left 

me with a nasty book hangover.” - KalebsMome Blog 
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“The way this author tells a story 
sucks you in to where you don't want 
to put the book down – hanging on 
each word dying to know what will 
happen next. I can’t wait to keep on 
this journey to find out how this story 
turns out. YA or not this series and this 
author are one of my favorites.”author are one of my favorites.”

- Reading Diva

“Stormfront was absolutely and utterly 
amazing! But now I have to wait for the 
next book! Ugh!! I did not think it could 
get better than Undertow, but the bar 
in Stormfront was raised about ten 
notches!” - NetGalley Teen Reviewer
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